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FAMILY LAW l<El•ORM

s

Chap. 2

CHAPTER 2

An Act to reform the Law respecting
Property Rights and Support Obligations
between Married Persons and in other
Family Relationships
Assented to Jiarch 16th, 1978
it is desirable to encourage and strengthen
W HEREAS,
the role of the family in society;

Preamble

AND WHEREAS for that purpose it is necessary to recognize
the equal position of spouses as individuals within marriage
and to recognize marriage as a form of partnership;
AND \VHEREAS in support of such recognition it is necessary to provide in law for the orderly and equitable settlement of the affairs of the spouses upon the breakdown of
the partnership; and to provide for other mutual obligations
in family relationships, including the equitable sharing by
parents of responsibility for their children:

Therefore, Her Majesty, by ancl with the advice and consent
of the Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario, enacts
as follows:
I. In this Act,

means a child born within or outside
marriage, subject to sections 83 and 85 of The Child
W elfarc Act (which relate to the effect of adoption),
and inclucles a person whom the parent has demonstrated a settled intention to treat as a child of his
or her family, but does not include' a child placed
in a foster home for consideration by a person
having lawful custocly;

Interpretation

(a) "child"

(b) "cohabit" means to live together in a conjugal
relationship, whether within or outside marriage;
(c) "court" means a provincial court (family division),
the Unified l'amily Court, a county or district
court or the Supreme Court;

~-~ 0.1910.
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(d l "d011wstir contract " mt'ans a domestic contract
a-. defi1wd in l'art IV:
(tl

"parL'n t"

11\Ullb

tlw father or mother of a child,

;ind inclucks a person wbo has demonstrated a

sl'ttll'd intrntion to treat a child as a child of his
or her family, but docs not include a person in
whosl' !tome a r hild was placed as a foster child
for rnnsiderat ion by a person having lawful custody;

(fl " spouse" means either of a man and woman who,
(i) ar<' married to each other,
(ii) are married to each other by a marriage that
is voidable and has not been voided bv a
judgment of nullity, or
·
(iii) have gone through a form of marriage ·with
each other, in good faith, that is void and
are cohabiting or have cohabited within the
preceding year.
Combining of
application

2. ( 1) \\-'here, in an application under any prov1s1on
of this Act, it appears to the court that for the appropriate
determination of the affairs of the spouses it is necessary or
desirable to have other matters first or simultaneously
determined, the court may direct that the application stand
over until such other applications are brought or determined as the court considers appropriate.

All

(2) Except as otherwise provided., where an application
is made to a court under this Act, no person who is a party
to the proceeding shall make an application under this Act
to any other court, hut the court may order that the proceedings be transferred to a court having other jurisdiction
where, in the opinion of the court, the court having other
jurisdiction is more appropriate to determine the matters
in i~sue that should he determined at the same time.

proceedings
in one court

Applications

(3) An application under this Act may he made in the
manner prescribed by the rules of the court or in another
proceeding.

Capacity
oi minors

(4) A minor ·who is a spouse has capacity to commence,
conduct and defend a proceeding under this Act without the
intervention of a next friend or guardian ad litem and give
any consent required or authorized by this Act .

Extension
of times

(5) The court may. extend any time prescribed by this
Act where the court is satisfied that,
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(a) there are prima facie grounds for relief;
(b) relief is unavailable because of delay that has been
incurred in good faith; and
·
(c) no substantial prejudice or hardship will result to

any person affected by reason of the delay.
exclude the public from a hearing ' or hearings
Clos"a
(6) The court mav
.J
any part thereof, where, in the opinion of the presiding judge,
the desirability of protecting against the consequences of
possible disclosure of intimate financial or personal matters
outweighs the desirability of holding the hearing in public
and the court may by order prohibit the publication of any
matter connected with the application or given in evidence
at the hearing.
(7) Upon the consent of the
under this Act, the court may
court is otherwise empowered to
to the dutv of the court to have
of children. affected.

parties in an application ~~J1es,e5nt
make anv order that the
make by· this Act, subject
regard to the best interests

(8) Anv matter provided for in a domestic contract may Incorporation
·
.
.
of contract
be incorporated m an order made under this Act.
in order

(9) Where a domestic contract makes prov1s10n in respect t0c~;~~ii~~s
of a matter that is provided for in this Act, the contract
prevails except as otherwise provided in this Act.
(10) Where an order made under this Act affects real
property, the order does not affect the acquisition of an
interest in the real property by a person in good faith
without notice of the order, unless the order is registered in
the proper land registry office.

~(g;~~~~tion

PART I
FA:.\IILY PROPERTY

3. In this Part,
(a) "court" means a court as defined in section
but
does not include a provincial court (family division);
(b) "family assets" means a matrimonial

home as
determined under Part TII and property owned
by one spouse or both spouses and ordinarily used
or enjoyed by both spouses or one or more of their
children while the spouses are residing together for
shelter or transportation or for household, educational, recrcat ion al, :=.ocial or aesthetic purposes, and
includes,

Interpretation
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tl rnon•''.''

111 an acnmnt with a cliarlnl'd bank,
sa,·i11gs o filcP, crl'cl il union or trnst company
whc'rt' tht• acC"ou11t is ordinarily usc<l for
~h<'ll1•r or trn11s portatio11 or for l10useholcl,
1·d111·ational, rt'nt·ntional, social or arstlwtic

p11 rpOSl'S,

by a corporation,
partncro.hip or trustee woul<l, if it wen• owned
b~" a :-pousc, be a family asset, shares in the
corpora tion or an intf>rPst in the partnership
or trn,.cl owned by the spousP having a
market value equal to the value of the bcrn•fit
tht• o-pouse has in respect of the property,

(ii) where prn1wrty owne<l

(iii) property over which a spon:-'c~ has, either
a lone or in conjunct ion with another person,
a power of appointment rxrrcisahlr in favour
of himself or lwrself, if the p roperty would
be a family asset if it were owned hy the
sp011o-c, and
(iv) property disposed of by a spouse but over
which the spouse has, either alone or in
conjunction with another person, a power to
revoke tlw disposition or a power to consumr,
invoke or dispose of the property, if the
property woul<l he a family asset if it were
owned by the sponsP,
but docs not include property that the spouses
have agreed by a domestic contract is not to he
include<l in the family assets;
{c) "propt>rty" mrans real or personal property or any
interest therein.
Dt\"ls1on of
family

a. sets

Appl1cat1on
t'J

court

4-.- -( 1) Suhject to subsection 4, \vhcrc a decree ms1 of
diY01-ce is pronounced or a marriage is <leclarcd a nullity
or where the spouses are separated and there is no reasonahlf' prospect of the resumption of cohabitation, !'ach spouse
1..:. e ntitled to have the family assets divided in equal shares
not\\'ithstanding the ownnship of the assets hy the spouses
a:- d r t crminablP for other purposes and notwithstanding
any order un<lcr section 7.
(2 ) The court may, upon the application o f a person who
is the spouse of another, determine any matter respecting

thC' divi-,ion of family assets betwei>n tht>m.
Effect of
death of

spouse

(3 ) Tht> rights under subsection 1 arc personal as between
the spouses but any application commenced under subsection

1978
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2 before the death of a spouse may be continued by or
against the estate of the deceased spouse.
(4) The court may make a division of family assets ~f'~i'/~r;?onn
resulting in shares that are not equal where the court is
of the opinion that a division of the family assets in equal
shares woulcl be inequitable, ha\'ing regard to,
(a) any agreement other than a domestic contract;
(b) the duration of the period of cohabitation under
the marriage ;

(cl the duration of the period during which the spouses
have lived separate an<l apart;
(d) the elate when the property was acquired;

(e) the extent to which property was acquired by one
spouse by inheritance or by gift; or

(f) any other circumstance relating to the acquisition,
dispo,;ition, preservation, maintenance, improvement or use of property rendering it inequitable
for the division of family assets to be in equal shares.
(5 ! The purpose of this section is to recognize that child
care, household management and financial provision are the
joint responsibilities of the spouses and that inherent in the
marital relationship there is joint contribution, whether
financial or otherwise, by the spouses to the assumption of
these responsibilities, entitling each spouse to an equal
division of the family assets, subject to the equitable considerations set out in subsections 4 and 6.

Purpose

make a divi"ion
of an"
that
(6) The court shall
··
_r propertu
J
is not a family asset where,

Property
other
than
~~~jll

(a) a spousl' has unreasonably impO\·erishecl the family
assets; or
(b) the result of a division of the family assets wonk\
be inequitable in all the circumstances, 11aYing
regard to,

(i) the considerations set out in clauses a to f of
subsection 4, and

(ii) the effect of the assumption hy one spouse of
any of the responsibilities "et ont in subsection 5 on the ability of the other o;pou"e
to acquire, manage, maintain, operate or
improve property that is not a family asset.
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{I ) WIH·n• a n application is m ade under section 4,
,;hall tll<' with the ronrt and serve upon the other
.1
,,1at<'IH•'lll n•ri lkd by oath or s ta tutory d eclaration
di:-dosing particulars of all property of the pa rty in the
m;1111wr and form prescribed by the rules of the court .
<'<ll'h

part~·

\2) \\' hNt', in the opinion of the court, the public disof a ny information req uired to be contained in a
,,tat<'lllt'nt under subsection 1 would be a hardship on the
pt'rson gi,·ing the statement, the court may order that the
statt't1Wnt a nd a ny cross-examination upon it before the
hearing he treated as confidential and not form pa rt of the
public record .
,·h)S llr<'

0 . In a n application under section 4 , the court may order,

(a ) that the title to any specified property directed
to a spouse in the division be transferred t o or in
trust fo r or vested in t he spouse whether absolute ly,
for life or for a term of years;
(b) the partition or sale of a ny property;
(c) that payment be made ou t o f the proceeds of sale
to one or both spouses, and the amount thereof;
(d ) t ha t a ny property formi ng part of the share of

either or both spouses be transferred to or in trust
for or vested in a child to whom a spouse owes an
obligation to provide support;
(e) t ha t either or both spouses give security for the

performance of any obligation imposed by the order ,
including a charge on property ; and
(/) that either spouse pay to t he other s uch sum as is
set out in the order for the purpose of adjusting
the division,
a nd may make such other orders or directions as a re ancillary
thereto.
Determin-

ation of
quest1 ans of
title bet ween
married

persons

7. Any person may apply to the court for the determination of any question between that person and his or
her spouse or fo rmer spouse as to the ownership or right
to possession of any particular property, except wher e a n
application or an order has been made r especting the
property under section 4 or 6, and the court may,

(a) declare t he ownership or right to possession ;
(b) where the property has been disposed of, order

pa yment in compensation for th e int erest of either
par ty;

1978
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(c) order that the property be partitioned or sold for
the purpose of realizing the interests therein; and

(d) order that either or both spouses give security for
the performance of any obligation imposed by the
order, including a charge on property,
and may make such other orders or directions as arc
ancillary thereto.
8 • Where one spouse or former spouse has contributed Contribution
to property
work, money or money's worth in respect of the acquisition,
management, maintenance, operation or improvement of
property, other than family assets, in which the other has
or had an interest, upon application, the court may by order,
(a) direct the payment of an amount in compensation
therefor ; or
(b) award a share of the interest of the other spouse or
former spouse in the property appropriate to the
contribution,
and the court shall determine and assess the contribution
without regard to the relationship of husband and wife or
the fact that the acts constituting the contribution are those
of a reasonable spouse of that sex in the circumstances.
1975, c. 41, s. 1 (3) (c), amended.
9. In or pending an application under section 4, 7 or 8, the ;~~~~~rror
court may make such interim order as it considers necessary preservation
for restraining the dissipation of the property and for the
possession, delivering up, safekeeping and preservation of
the property.
l 0 • \\'here a court orders securitv
for the performance of
J
any obligation under this Part or charges a property therewith,
the court may, upon application and notice to all persons
having an interest in the property, direct its sale for the
purpose of realizing the security or charge.

Realization
of security

11, ( 1) The rule of law applying a presumption of advancement in questions of the ownership of property as between
husband and wife is abolished and in place thereof the rule
of law applying a presumption of a resulting trust shall be
applied in the same manner as if they were not married,
except that,

~~~~mp

(a) the fact that property is placed or taken in the
name of spouses as joint tenants is prima Jacie
proof that each spouse is intended to have on a
severance of the joint tenancy a one-half beneficial
interes t in the property; and

12
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(hl mom'.\' on deposit in a chartered bank. savings office ,
crl'dit union or trnst company in the name of both
spoti-;c,.; ,.;hall be dc<'mi:d to be in lhc- name of the
o-pou-;L'" as joint lt'tiants ft>r the purposes of clause a.
JC175 . c . .JI. s. I (3) (dl. amended .
.\1 pl

.1uon

(2\ Suh-.L·ction I applit·s notwithstanding that the event
g1nng n,.,. to the µresumption occurred lwforc this section
<'OlllL'S

int o force.
This Part applies notwithstanding t hat ,

I"

\(1) the ;.pouses entered into the marriage before this

Part comes into force;
(b) the property in issue was acquired before this Part

comes in to force; or
(c) a proceeding to determine the rights as bet\\·een

spouses in respect of property has been commenced
or adjudicated before this Part comes into force.
Cun!lict
of laws

Tu em

(1) The di\·ision of family assets and the ownership
bet ween spouses of movable property wherever situate
are governed by the internal law of the place where both
spouses had their last common habitual residence or, where
there is no place where the spouses had a common habitual
re..;1dence, by the law of Ontario.
1 :l.

a~

The ownership of immovable property as between
governed by the internal law of the place where
the land is situated, but where the law of Ontario is
applicable respecting the division of family assets, the value
of t he property may be taken into consideration for the
purposes of section 4.
(2)

~pouses 1:.

PART II
S CPPORT
InterpretaL!on

ORLH;ATIO~S

14. In t his Part,
(a.1 " dependant " means a person to whom another has

an obligation to provide support under this Part ;
(b)

"spouse" means a spouse as defined in section 1,
and in addition includes,
(i) either of a man and woman not being
married to each other who ha vc cohabited ,
I. continuously for a period of not less
than five years, or

1978
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2. in a relationship of some permanen<e
where there is a child born of whom
they are th(' natural parenb,
and have so cohabited within the preceding
year, and
(ii) either of a man and woman between
an order for support has been made
this Part or an order for alimony or
tenance has been made before this ·Part
into force.

whom
under
maincomes

15. Every
spouse has an obligation to provide
support for Orbli!!"ation
.
.
;
o spouses
hnnself or herself and for the other spouse, m accordance for support
with need, to the extent that he or she is capable of doing so.

10.-(1) Every parent has an obligation, to the extent Obligation
.
I
f
.
.
of parent
t h e parent is capab e o doing so, to provide support, in to .support
accordance with need, for his or her child who is unmarried child
and is under the age of eighteen years.

(2) The obligation under subsection l does not extend to
a child who, being of the age of sixteen years or over, has
withdrawn from parental control.
1 7 . Every child who is not a minor has an obligation to
provide support, in accordance with need, for his or her
.
.
parent who has cared for and provided support for the child,
to the extent that the child is capable of doing so.

ldem

~}'~lliiJion
tosupport
par ent

18.-(1) A court rnau
upon application ~ order a person to support
Order for
J
provide support for his or her dependants and determine
the amount thereof.
1

(2) An application for an order for the support of a
dependant may be made by the dependant or a parent of
the dependant or under subsection 3.

Applicants

(3) An application for an order for the support of a
dependant who is a spouse or a dependent child of the spouse
may be made by,

Idem

(a) the Ministry of Community and Social Services in
the name of the ~·finister; or
(b) a municipal corporation, including a metropolitan,

district or regional municipality, but not including
an area municipality thereof,
if the :Ministry or municipality is providing a beneftt under
The Family Benefits Act or assi~tance under J'he General ~~.1."W1.\W
M'eifare Assistance Act in respect of the support of the
dependant.

1-l
~t•lllfll{'
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(-l ) TIH' court may set aside a provision for support in a
d om l'q1c runtrart nr paternity agreement and may determine

and

,.,upport in an application under subsec tion I notthat the contract or agreement contains an
provision e:"cl11cling the application of this section.

() l"dl' l

w 1 th~tandi11g
l ' XjlH"'S

(a )

\\')H'fl' the provision for support or the \Vaiver of
the right to support results in circums tances that
are unconsciona hie;

(h) where the provision for support is to a spouse who
qualifies for an allowance for support out of public
money; or
(c) where there has been default in the payment of

support under the con tract or agreement.
Determln·
atlon of

amount

(5) In determining the amount , if any, of support in
relation to need, the court shall consider all the circumstances of the part ies, including,
(a) the assets and means of the dependant and of the

respondent and any b enefit or loss of benefit under
a pension plan or annuity ;
(b) the capacity of the dependant to provide for his
or her own support ;

(c) the capacity of the respondent to provide support;
(d) the age and the physical and mental health of the
dependant and of the respondent;

(e) the length of time the dependant and respondent
cohabited;

UJ

the needs of the dependant, in determining which
the court may have regard to t he accustomed
standard of living while the parties resided together;

(g) the measures available for the dependant to become

financially independen t and the length of time and
cost involved to enable the dependant t o take such
measures;
(h) the legal obligation of the responden t to provide
support for any other person;
(i ) the desirability of the dependant or respondent
remaining at home to care for a child ;

1978
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(j) a contribution by the dependant to the realization
of the career potential of the respondent ;
(k) where the dependant is a child, his or her aptitude
for and reasonable prospects of obtaining an education:
(!) where the dependant is a spouse, the effect on his

or her earning capacity of the responsibilities
assumed during cohabitation;
(m) where the dependant is a spouse, whether the
dependant has undertaken the care of a child who is
of the age of eighteen years or over and unable by
reason of illness, disability or other cause to \Vithdra'-'' from the charge of his or her parents;
(n) where the dependant is a spouse, whether the

dependant has undertaken to assist in the continuation of a program of education for a child
who is of the age of eighteen years or over and
unable for that reason to withdraw from the charge
of his or her parents;
(o) where the dependant is a spouse. any house~
keeping, child care or other domestic service performed by the spouse for the family , in the same
way as if the spouse were devoting the time spent
in performing that service in remunerative employment and were contributing the earnings therefrom
to the support of the family; and
(p) any other legal right of the dependant to support
other than out of public money.

(6) The obligation to provide support for a spouse exists Conduct
without regard to the conduct of either spouse, but the court
may in determining the amount of support have regard to a
course of conduct that is so unconscionable as to constitute
an obvious and gross repudiation of the relationship.
19.- (1) In an application under section 18, the court ~g;;.ror

may order,
(a) an amount payable periodically, whether annually
or otherwise and whether for an indefini le or
limited period, or until the happening of a specified
event;
(b) a lump sum to be paid or held in trust;

15
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"Jlt'1'i li1'<l pnl)wrl_\' to hl' trans fcrrvd to or in
ltlr or \ '1•:- ted in tht> de pendant , whether
,tlhlllllll'h·. lu r lift- or for a lNm o f years ;

(t') ,t!l\

tl'll"l

1d an\' matkr authorized to be ordered under clauses a
to. d of :-ubsccti on I of section 45 and subj ect to

:-uh-.ertion 3 thn0of;
l• \

tl1at

:tll or <iny of the mon<'ys payable under

t!w order IH' paid into court or t o any other

<tppropr ia te person or ag-ency for the lwn0fit of the
dqJcndant;
\j)

tile payment of 0>upport to be made in respect of
any period before the date of t he order ;

(g) the payment to an agency referred to in subsection 3 of section 18 of any amount in reimhursemP.nt

for a benefit or assistance referred to therein,
including an amount in reimbursement for such
benefit or assistance provided before the date of the
order ;
(h ) the payment of expenses in respect of the pre-

natal care and birth of a ch ild ;
(l) that t he obligation and liability for support continue
a ft Pr the <lea th of the responrlen t and b e a debt of
his or her est at e for such period as is fixed in the
order;
(J) that a spouse who has a policy of life insurance
R.:-;.O. 197

c 224

as defined in Part V of The I nsu rance A ct designate the other spouse or a child as the beneficiary
irrevocably; and
!kl the securing of paym ent under the order, by a
charge on property or otherwise.

L : .. i ta ti or.

on

j 11risdic.t: ~n

o!famlly
..... 0.lr1.-

121 A provincial court {family division) sha ll not make an
order under clause b, c, j or k of subsection 1 except for the
p rovision of necessaries or preventing the d ependant from
becoming a public charge.

Interim

(3 \\'here an application is m ade under section 18, the
cour t may make such interim order as the court con siders
appropriate.

Assignment

(4 · An order for support is assignable to an agen cy referred
to in subsection 3 of section 18.

~r1ers

of 'UPP'lrt

1978
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Cnles:'- an order to pro\·idc ,.:upport othen1·i~e proYideo.', Termjnation
.
.
} of
sunport
npon t ]ie <l eath o f t lle per~on h anng
tie
order on
obligation to prO\·ide ,;upport, and the liabilit\' for a~ount:' death
under the order coming due and unpaid in the preceding
rn·elw month-=. is a debt of his or her eqate.
.

Jt

(5 )

terrnmate~

Effect of
20. --(1) \\"here an action for di\·orce i~ commenced divorce
under the Di«orce Act Canada \, any application for support proceeding-•
or custod\- under thi" Part that ha~ not been determined~-~:~· 1970is stayed except by lean of the court.

1 \'1wre a marriage i~ terminated by a decree ab,olute Idem
oi di,·orce or declared a nullity and the que;tion of support
wa'- not judicially determined in the diYorce or nullity
proceeding;:., an order for support made under thi;:. Part
continues m force according to it3 term:'-.
21. --(1 \\'here an order for support has been made or ~;;;~r';-01:ind
confirmed and where the court i~ :oatisfied that there ha~ been oforder•
a material change in the circumstance;:. of thl' dependant
or the respondent or eYidence has become a\·ailable that
was not a\·ailable on the pre\·ious hearing, the court may,
upon the application of any person named in the order or
referred to in subsection 3 of section 18. di;:;charge. ,-ary or
;:.u,pend any term of the order, prospecti\·ely or retroacti,·ely,
relie,·e the respondent from the payment oi part or all of
the arrear" or am· interest due thereon and make --uch
other order under ,:cction 19 a:' the court con:'ider.:. appropriate
in the circum,-tance,.; referred to in :'ection 18.

2 An application under subsection 1 "hall be made to Court
the court that made tlw order or to a co-ordinate court m
another part of Ontario.
Limitation
(3 ~o application under 3ubsection 1 3hall be made on
appl1\1-ithin si:-.: month5 after the making'· of the order ior SUf)pon eacionsfor
or the di.:.po,ition of any other application under =-'ub,.cction
1 in rc-pect of the ,.ame order, C\Cept by lean' of the court.
''e\·1e~

(-! Thb section applie:' to order:- for maintenance or
alimom· made before thi:'- section comes into force or in a
proceeding commenced before thi,. _.:.ection come,. into force.

;;;;,~gng

22. In or pending an application under section 18 or
appearance to a notice under ,.ection 28, or \\·hen· an order
for support ha,; been made the court may make ,..uch interim
or final order a,, it con::'ider,; nece~::an· for re,..training the
di.:.po,;nion or ''"a,.ting of a--~tt,. that \Ycmld impair or defrat
thi.: claim or order ior the pa~·m('nl of ,.upport.

~.,;f~~aining

IS

Ch.1p 2

:'tlllt'"nwnt

( I l \\'h<'fl' a n a ppli C'ation is made under section
or 21. <'arh part ~· shall file with the court and serve upon
tlH' othn a ,.,ta terncnt vt•ritled by oath or statutory declaration
di..c]o,.,ing particula r,; of fi nancial information in the manner
and form pre,.,cribed by the niles of th e court.

of 1111,ua·111l
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I~

(2) \\' hen', in thL· opinion of the court, the public disch>,.,u re of a ny info rmation required to be contained in a

,.,11b,;ection 1 would lw a hardship on
giYing th<' s ta tement , the court may order that
"tat<·nn·n1 and any cross-examination upon it before
hearing be treated as confidential and not form part of
pu hlic record .
,;tall· 11H'11\ 1111d1•r
pn,;011

the
the
the
the

24-. \\'he re a n application is made under section 18
or a notice is issued under section 28 and a judge of the
court is satisfied that the respondent or debtor is about to
ka \'e Ontario, the judge may issue a warrant in the form
prescribed by t he rules of the court for the arrest of the
respondent or d ebtor.
Provisional
ordt>rs

2;';.- ( 1) Where an application is made under section 18
or 21 in a provincial court (family division) or the Unified
Fam ily Court and,
(a) the respondent in the application fails to appear;

(b) it a ppears to the court that the respondent resides

in a locality in Ontario that is outside the territorial
jurisdiction of the court; and
(c) in t he circumstances of the case, the court is of

the opinion that the issues can be adequately
determined by proceeding under this section,
tl~e court m ay proceed in the ahsence of the respondent
and without the statement of the financial affairs· of the
respondent required by section 23 and in place of a final order
may make an order for support that is provisional only and
the order has no effect until it is confirmed by the provincial
court (family division) or the Unified Family Court in the
locality in which the respondent resides.

Transmission
for hearing

(2 ) Where a provisional order is made under subsection
l. the court making t he order shall send to the court having
jurisdiction in t he locality in which the respondent resides
copies of such documents and records, certified in such
manner, a<; arc prescribed by the rules of the court.

Show

(3 ) The court t o which the documents and records are
sent under subsection 2 shall cause them to be served upon

cau~e
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the respondent togdher with a notice to file with the court
the statement of financial affairs required by section 23 and
to appear and show cause why the provisional order should
not be confirmed.
(4) At the hearing, the respondent may raise any defence Confirmation
that might have been raised in the original proceedings, but, ororder
if on appearing the respondent fails to satisfy the court that
the order ought not to be confirmed, the court may confirm
the order without variation or with such variation as the
court considers proper having regard to all the evidence.
(5) Where the respondent appears before the court and Afdjfournhment

. ·
~atisfies

or urt er

the court that for the purpose of any defence or for evidence
the taking of further evidence or otherwise it is necessary
to remit the case to the court where the applicant resides,
the court may so remit the case and adjourn the proceedings
for that purpose.

(6) \Vhere the respondent appears before the court and Where order
.
. l ence, 1s
. o f t h e opm1on
. . not confirmed
t h c court, h avmg
rcgan l to a ll t lle evu
that the order ought not to be confirmed, the court shall
remit the case to tht~ court that made the order togctht~r
with a statement of the reasons for so doing, and in that
event the court that made the order may dispose of the
application in such manner as it considers proper.
(7) A certificate certifying copies of documents or records Certificates
for the purpose of this section and purporting to be signed :~idence
by the clerk of the court is, without proof of the office or
signature of the clerk, admissible in evidence in a court to
which it is transmitted under this section as prima facic
proof of the authenticity of the copy.
Right of
(8) :-ro appeal lies from a .provisional ordt~r madt~ under appea
1
this section, but, where an order is confirmed under this
section, the person bound thereby has the same right of
appeal as he would have had if the order had been made
under section 19.

26.-(1 ) Where it appears to a court that ,
(a) for the purpose of bringing an application under
this Part ; or
(b) for the purpose of the enforcement of an order for
support, custody or access,

the proposed applicant or person in whose fa\'our the
order is made has need to learn or confirm the whereabouts

Access to
records

211
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t lw propo-.l•d n•spon<knt or 1wrson against 11 horn the
onl«r ,... 1n.td\', t lw nrnr! 111av ord('r an'>' person or public
d!-,<'ll1· \· to pn>\'Idl' tlw court with stwh particulars o( tlic
.uldr........ ;1,., ar<' 1·011t;ii11nl in the 1Tcords in its custody and
th" pl·r... nn 01 agL' IH'\' shall provid!' lo thl' court such
p.nt ll nlar-... ;i,; it 1-. ;1hl(· to provid('.
()!

,...;

l "l

l [l

hind~

Crown

f'1 r n.·l~mt•nt
')[ , h'I" h\'
r1n I)"•
\~

k

un

l')owt·r~ of
court !'or

nforc-t•mc-nt
!{

S !l I 170.

139. ,,~

Cr

PWn

SUOJett Lu
'l.tt.;chment

for support
RS 0 1970.
~ti5

Examination

{"If ilebtor

{2 ) This sect ion binds t lif' Crown in right of Ontario.
'..!7 . (l l The clerk of the unified Family Court or of a
rrm·incial court (family division), upon the request of a
per...on enti tled to :,upporl under an order for support or
m:nntl'nance cnforcrahlr in Ontario or other persons or
ag-cncy mrntionl'd in subsection 3 of section 18 and upon
the filing of such material as is prescribed by the rules of
the court may enforce the order.
(21 For the purposes of enforcing an order filed under
-o.ubsection 1, a provincial court (family division) has th(;
power to issue execution and garnishment in accordance with
the rules of the court and section 145 of The Small Claims
Courts Act and subsection 3 of section 4 of The Creditors'
Relief Act apply to a garnishment issued by the provincial
court (family division).

(3) :'\otwithstanding section 25 of The Proceedings Against
the Crown Act, an attachment under subsection 1 of section
and any other execution, garnishment or attachment or
process in the nature thereof for the payment of an amount
owing or accruing under an order for support or maintenance,
may b<' issued against the Crown.

m

28. (1) Where there is default in payment under an
order for support or maintenance, a clerk of the Unified
Family Court or a provincial court (family division) may
require the debtor, upon notice,

(a) to file a statement of fmancial information referred
to in section 23 :
(b) to ~ubmi t to an examinat ion as to assets and means;

and
(c)
Compel11ng
atte:ndance:

to appear before the court to explain the default.

2 If the debtor fail-; to appear as required after being
-erved with a notice, or if the court is satisfied that the
debtor cannot be served or intends to leave Ontario without
appearing a:, required after being served, the court giving the
notice may issue a warrant for the arrest of the debtor for
the purpo'ie of compelling attendance.
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29.-(1) Where the debtor fails to satisfv the court that Penalty
the default is owing to his or her inability t~ pay and where ~~~ault
the court is satisfied that all other practicable means that
arc available under this Act for enforcing payment have
been considered, the court may,
(a) order imprisonment for a term of not more than

ninety days to be served intermittently or as ordered
by the court; or
(b) make such other order as may be made upon

summary conviction for an offence that is puni,;h-·
able by imprisonment.
·
(2) The order for imprisonment under subsection 1 may be ~i°~cd~~!~~~
made conditional upon default in the performance of a
condition set out in the order, including the performance of a
community service order.
30.-(1) Where the court considers it appropriate in a of
Attachment
wages
proceeding under section 28, the court may make an attachment order directing the employer of the debtor to deduct
from any remuneration of the debtor due at the time the
order is served on the employer or thereafter due or
accruing due such amount as is named in the order and
to pay the amounts deducted into court, and section 7 of
The TV ages A ct does not apply.
R.s.o.
1970,
486
(!.

(2) \Vhere an application is made under section 21 ' the
court may discharge, vary or suspend any tenn of an order
made under subsection 1.

Variauon 01
attac:hmcnL

Priority
(3) An order under subsection 1 has priority over anv
• of order
other seizure or attachment of wages arising before or after
the service of the order.

31 . Where the court considers it appropria tc in a proceeding under section 28, the court may order the debtor to
give security for the payment of support or may charge any
property of the debtor with payment of an amount for the
provision of necessaries or preventing the dependant from
becoming a public charge.

~ecurity

·~2 Where a court orders security for the payment of
'
•
support under this Part or charges property therew1 th
tlw court may, upon application and notice to all persons
having an interest in the property, direct its sale for the
purpo:-,e of realizing the security or charge.

Realiza~ion
of secur1Ly

pC:.:yme nt
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J>h•d!(ln.:
tor

a:L ( I ) I )ming cohabitation, n spousl' has authority to
r.-ndn hlllh<'lf or ht'J'-.('lf and l1is or her spouse jointly and
'"''<'!'all.\' h;dilc to a third party for necessaries o f life, cxceµt
\\hnc till' ~pou:'t' ha,; noti1i1'd thl' third party th at he or she
Ji.i, \\ 1t llll ra \\'JI t Iw a 11 I hori t y.

"·rt~t.\H

t~ti..:"r"l"l'Lt'S

Ll1~b1'1tv

ror

.

tlc'l"1'S..-.;.ftf1t"$

ormlnor

Rer·o '-'t~rv

'tJtllW~t~n·
pt.~rso n~

jointly
ll.lblo:

Con1mon
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Order
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(2) \\'here a person is entitled to recover against a minor
in rc;;pect of the provision of necessaries for the minor, each
parent who has an obligation to support the minor is liable
thcrdor jointly and severally with the minor.
(J) \\'here persons are jointly and severally liable with
each other under this section, their liability t o each other
shall be determined in accordance with their obligation to
provide support.

(4-} The provisions of this section apply in place of the
rules of common Jav" by which a wife may pledge the credit
of her husband.
3 4- . Upon application, a court may make an order restraining the spouse of the applicant from molesting, annoying
or harassing the applicant or children in the lawful custody
of the applicant and may require t he spouse of the applicant
to enter into such recognizance as t he court considers appropriate.

Custody of
children

35.-(1) Upon application, the court may order that
either parent or any person have custody of or access to a
child in accordance with the best interests of the child and
may at any time alter, vary or discharge the order.

Court

(2) An application to alter, vary or discharge the order
shall be made to the court that made the . order or to a
co-ordinate court in another part of Ontario.

Interim
orders

(3) Where an application is made under subsection 1, the
court may make such interim order as the court considers
appropriate.

Applica tton

(4) This section applies to orders for custody or access
made under The Deserted Wives' and Children's Maintenance
Act.

to orders
under

R.S.O. 1970.
c. 128

Ap]l€al
from
provincial
court I family
divisionJ

36. An appeal lies from an order of the provincial court
(family division) under this Part to the county or district
court in the county or district in which t he provincial
court {family division) is situated.
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37. - ( 1). I~ addition to i ~s po~~17 in respect of. con tempt, ~i'b1rtct~~~r
every provmc1al court (family d1v1s10n) may punish by fine provincial.
.
.
.
court (family
or impnsonment, or by both, any wilful contempt of or division)
resistance to its process, rules or orders under this Act,
but the fine shall not in any case exceed $1,000 nor shall the
imprisonment exceed ninety days.

'

(2) An order for imprisonment under subsection 1 may ~fnditions
be made conditional upon default in the performance of imprisona condition set out in the order and may provide for the ment
imprisonment to be served intermittently.

PART III
MATRIMONCAL HOME

38. In this Part, "property" means real or personal
property.

l~~fg~re

39.-(1) Property in which a person has an interest
and that is or has been occupied by the person and his or her
spouse as their family residence is their matrimonial home.

~o~~monial

(2) Subsection 1 applies notwithstanding that its applica- tfi';.1".{ one
tion results in more than one matrimonial home.
h1o"!~monial
(3) The ownership of a share or shares, or of an interest
in a share or shares, of a corporation entitling the owner to
the occupation of a housing unit owned by the corporation
shall be deemed to be an interest in the unit for the purposes of subsection 1.

~r"'s~;[;~~ip

(4) Where property that includes a matrim?nial _home is ~;;~~~~~c
normally used for a purpose other than restdentlal only, land. etc.
the matrimonial home is only such portion of the property
as may reasonably be regarded as necessary to the use and
enjoyment of the residence.

40.-(1) A spouse is equally entitled to any right of
possession of the other spouse in a matrimonial home.

Rightt~

possesswn

(2) Subject to an order of the court under this or any Termination
of right to
other Act, and subject to a separation agreement that pro- possession
vides otherwise, a right of a spouse to possession by virtue
of subsection I ceases upon the spouse ceasing to be a spouse.

2-l

l':\~llL\"

H.<'i.:Jslt·r~·1t

Jt'.!J t-:t'<Jl 4 n
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( 1l Hoth spousl's may, hy instrument in the form
itwd by tlw n•gulations, designa te any property that is
" matrimonial home ancl. upon the registration of the
in..;trnment and \\·bile there is a designation made hy the
..;pntbl'" under this su bsection that is not cancelled, any
othl'r propnty that would quali fy as a matrimonial home
under s<·ct1on 39 and t hat is not si mila rly designated ceases
to hl· a matrimonial home.
41 .

pre~n

(2) Tlw property that 1s designat ed as a matrimonial
home under subsection 1 may include any property contig1101i::; to the matrimonial home that is described for the
purpose in the instrument.
(3 \ The de-.ignation of a matrimonial home under suh;,-cc tion I i~ cancelled upon the r egistration or deposit of,
(a) an instrum ent in t he form prescribed by the regu-

lations executed by both spouses;
(b) a decree absolute of divorce or judgment of nullity;
(c) an order under section 45 cancelling the designa-

tion; or
(dl proof of death of one of the spouses.
Effect of
cancellation

(41 Cpon the cancella t ion of the designation of a property
under subsection 3, the property ceases to be a matrimonial
home under section 39.

~r·ivat

(5 ) Upon there ceasing to be a designation under subsection l, section 39 a pplies in respect of property that is
a matrimonial home.

matrimomal
homes
A, nation of
.atMmonial

h me

42. - (I) N'o spouse shall dispose of or encumber any
interest in a matrimonial home u nless,

(a ) the other spouse joins in t he instrument or consenb
to the transaction;
(b) the other spouse has released all rights under this
Part by a separation agreem ent ;
(l) the transaction is a uthorized by court order or an

order has been made releasing the property as a
matrimonial home; or
i d ) the property is not designated as a matrimonial
home under section 41 and a n instrument desig-
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nating another property as a matrimonial home of
the spouses is registered under section 41 and not
cancelled.
(2) \:Vhere a spouse disposes of or encumbers an interest
in a matrimonial home in contravention of subsection 1,
the transaction may be set aside on an application under
section 44 unless the person holding the interest or encumbrance at the time of the application acquired it for
value, in good faith and without notice that the property
\Vas at the time of the disposition, agreement or enrnmbrance a matrimonial home.
(3) For the purposes of s11bsection 2, an aflidavil of the
f)erson
making the disposition or encumbrance,
t

~;1~L~ng
Lr<lnsaction

~[g~ir\~M
not a

matri1nonial
home

(a) verifying that he or she is not , or was not, a spouse

at the time of the disposition or encumbrance:
(h) verifying that the property has never heen occupied
by the person and his or her spouse as their
matrimonial home;
(c) where the property is not designated under section

41, verifying that an instrument designating another
property as a matrimonial home of the person and
his or her spouse is registered under section 41 and
not cancelled; or
(d) verifying that

the other spouse lias released ail
rights under this Part by a separation agreement,

shall, unless t11e person to whom the disposition or ('nc11mbrance is made had actual notice to the contrary, he deemed
to be sufficient proof that the property is not a matrimonial
home.
(4) This section does not apply to the acquh1tion Of a 11
mterest in property by operation of law or of a lien under
~;ection 18 of The le{!,al A Id A rt.
4-:~. -( 1) Where a rwrson is riroccecling.' to realize urJon a
t
r
lien, encumbrance or execut ion or exerci"('!:> a forfri t urc again"t
. a matnmoma
.
. l h ome, t h e spouse '"'l10 I1as a
property t h at 1s
right of possession by virtue of section 40 has the ;;ame
right of redemption or relief against forfeiture as the other
spouse has and is entitled to any notice respecting the claim
and its enforcement or realization to which the other spouse
is entitled.

Liens
<\rising by

gF[~~tion

RSO. 1!170.

c. 239

RiJ'htOf
re"empti on
and.to
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(2} An~· notice to which a spouse is entitled by virtue of
!--11h,.;<'Ctio11 I ,.;hall be deemed to be sufficiently given if
"•'r\'1•d or gi\'C'll personally or by registered mail addressed
to t h1· person to whom notice is to be given at his or her
u,-ual or la,;t known address or, where none, the address of
t h1• matrimonial home, and, where notice is served or given
by mail, the service shall be deemed to have been made on
th1' tifth day after the day of mailing.
(3) \\'here a spouse makes any payment by way of or on
account of redemption or relief against forfeiture under the
right conferred by subsection 1, the payment shall be applied
in satisfaction of the claim giving rise to the lien, encumbrance, execution or forfeiture.

(-1 1 ~otwith,.;tand ing any other Act, where a person who
commence:=-, a proceeding to realize upon a lien, encumbrance
or ('X('cution or to exercise a forfeiture does not have suffirien t particulars of a spouse entitled under subsection 1 for
the purposes of the proceeding, and a notice given under
subsection 2 is not responded to, the proceeding may continue in the absence of the spouse and without regard to the
interest of the spouse and any final order in the proceeding
terminates the rights of the spouse under this section.

44. The court may, on the application of a spouse or
person having an interest in property, by order,
(a) determine whether or not property 1s the matri-

monial home and, if so, its extent;
(b) authorize the disposition or encumbrance of the
matrimonial home where the court finds that the
spouse whose consent is required,
(i) cannot be found or is not available,
(ii) is not capable of giving or withholding consent, or
(iii) is unreasonably withholding consent,
subject to such terms and conditions including
provision of other comparable accommodation or
payment in place thereof as the court considers
appropriate;
(c) dispense with any notice required to be given under
section 43; and

1978
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(d) direct

the setting aside of any transaction disposing of or encumbering an interest in the matrimonial home contrary to subsection 1 of sect ion 42
and the revesting of the interest or any part of the
interest upon such terms and subject to such conditions as the court considers appropriate.

45.- - (I) . Notwithstanding the ownership
of a matrimonial
Orderfo r
f
.
.
.
possess1on o
home and its contents, and notw1thstandmg sect10n 40, the matrimonial
.
.
home
court on apphcat10n may by order,
(a) direct that one spouse be given exclusive possession

of a matrimonial home or part thereof for life or
for such lesser period as the court directs and
release any other property that is a matrimonial
home from the application of this Part;
(b) direct a spouse to whom exclusive possession of a

matrimonial home is given to pay such periodic
payments to the other spouse as is prescribed in the
order:
(c) direct that the contents of a matrimonial home,
or any part thereof, remain in the home for the use
of the person given possession;
(d) fix the obligation to repair and maintain the matrimonial home or to pay other liabilities arising in
res peel thereof;
(e) authorize the disposition or encumbrance of the
interest of a spouse in a matrimonial home subject
to the right to exclusive possession of the other
spouse as ordered ; and

(/) where a false affidavit is given under subsection 3
of section 42, direct,
(i) the person who swore the false affidavit, or
(ii) any person who knew at tl1e time it was
sworn that the affidavit was false and who
thereafter conveyed the property,
to substitute other real property for the matrimonial
home or direct such person to set aside money or
security to stand in place thereof subject to such
terms and conditions as the court considers appropriate.
he made under subsection 1 for temporarv
(2) An order mav
J
.J
relief or pending the bringing or disposition of another
application under this Act.

Temporary
POSSCSSl on
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l· i . \11 ord "' 11 nt!cr su list•ct io11 I l'nr l'XC I 11si \"l' poss<'ssion
m.t \ ' hv 111. 1dl' 011 h· if. i11 t hi• opin ion ol t Ill' court, otlicr
1110\ h1n11 !llr ,,J\\'l 1t·1 h not <Hkq11at1• in I lw circums tano•s or
11 h in I h1· bt·-.t i11 t1·1 l'o.ts of a cltild to do so.

I

.\ pro\'incial rourt (family division) shall not mak0 a11
of section 44 or clause c or f of suh-

nrd1T umkr clallst' b or d
't'c\ \Oil [

-1H. ( 1) l 1 pon the application of a person named in an
nnkr 111ad1• under clau~e a, b, c or d of subsection l of section

·L::; 11r thv pn,;onal representative of s11ch person and \vhcrc
th1• tourt i:-: :-:atistfrd that tltere has been a material change
Ill cirnlllb ta nccs, the court may discharge, vary or suspend
the order.
\ a.ri"t1on or
nctitloos
'I Sill<'

(2 1

l'pon the application of a pE>rson who is subject to

ll'rms 11nd conditions imposed in an order made under clause b

of sC'ction 4+ or his personal representative and where the
court i,- safr..fied that the terms and conditions arc no longer
appropriate, the court may discharge, vary or suspend the
terms and conditions .
Interitr'

order lor

preservation
of property

Reg1etra.tion
or order
R.S.O. 1970.

..J.7. In an application under this Part, the court may
make such interim order as it considers necessary for the
delivering up, safekeeping and preservation of the matrimonial home or its contents .
..J.8. An order made under this Part is registrable against
land under The Registry Act and The Land Titles Act.

cc ;09, 23~

..J.9. (1) This Part applies to matrimonial homes that are
situated in Ontario.
Idem

(2) This Part applies notwithstanding that,
(a)

the spouses entered into the marriage before this
Part comes into force;

(b) the matrimonial home was acquired before this

Part comes into force; or
(c) a proceeding to determine· the rights as between

spouses in respect of property has been commenced or adjudicated before this Part comes into
force.
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PART IV
DOMESTTC CONTRACTS
Interpretation

50. In this Part,

(a) "cohabitation agreement" means an
entered into under section 52;

agreement

(b) "domestic contract" means a marriage contract,

separation agreement or cohabitation agreement;
(c) "marriage contract" means an agreement entered
into under section 51 ;
(d) "separation agreement" means an agreement entered

in to under section 53.
51. -(1) Two person,.; may enter into an agreement, before
their marriage or during their marriage while cohabiting,
in which they agree on their respective rights and obligations
under the marriage or upon separation or the annulment or
di~,olntion of the marriage or upon death, including,

~~'[j:gs

(a) ownership in or division of property;
(b) support obligations ;

(c) the right to direct the education and moral training
of their children, but not the right to custody of or
access to their children; and
(d) any other matter in the settlement of their affairs.

in a marriage contract purporting to
(2) Any provision
'
limit the rights of a spouse under Part TTI in respect of a
matrimonial home is void.

Riii:h~s re .
matr1momat
home
excepted

52.-(1) A man and a woman who are cohabiting and not
married to one another may enter into an agreement in
which they agree on their respective rights and obligations
during cohabitation, or upon ceasing to cohabit or death,
including,

Cohabitation
agree m ents

(a) O\vnership in or division of property;
(b) support obligations;
(c) the right to direct the education and moral training
of their children, but not the right to custody of or
access to their children; and

30
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(d ) a ny other matter in the o.ettlrmrnt of their affairs.
~'ll•'l'I

or

111.~rr1~tr-:t1

on

(2J \\'hnl' tlw partic~ to an a gn 'l'lllent enten•u into under
I ,;11lbl'lJ lll'11 t ly marry, the agreement shall he
dl'l'llll'd to 1"• a marriagl' cont ra ct.

d.~1"11l•f lt'l\t

,111i"l'l' ll<l ll

:-it.'l"'H·i~Uon

:>a. :\ nrn11 and woman who cohabited and arc living
,,cpara tl' and apart may enter into an agreement in which
t h t'\ ' agree on their respec tive rights a nd obligations, including,

(\fi:'re,•rn,·nt.s

(a} ownership in or division of property;

(b) '-upport obligations;
(c) the right to direct the education and moral training

of their children ;
(d) the right to custody of and access to their children;

and
(e) any other matter in the settlement of their affairs.
Form of
contract

3-l .- ( I ) A domestic contract and any agreement to amend
or rescind a domestic contract are void unless made in writing
and signed by t he persons to be bound and witnessed.

Capacity
of minor

(2) A minor who has capacity to contract marriage has
capacity to enter into a marriage contract or separation
agreement that is approved by the court , whether the approval
is given before or after the contract is entered into.

;\greement

(3) The committee of a person who is mentally incompetent
or , if the committee is the spouse of such person or, if there
is no committee, the Public Trustee may, subject to the
a pproval of the court , enter into a domestic contract or
give any waiver or consent under this Act on behalf of the
mentally incompetent person.

on behalf or

mentally
incompetent

Contracts
subject
to best

,' );), -(l) ln the determination of a ny matter respecting
the support , education , moral training or custody of or access
to a child , the court may disr egard any provision of a domestic
cont ract pertaining t hereto where, in t he opinion of the
court , to do so is in the best interests of the child.

Dum casra

(2 ) A provision in a sepa ration a greement or a prov1s10n
in a m a rriage contract to take effect on separation whereby
a ny right of a spouse is d ependent upon remaining chaste
is m id, but this subsection sh a ll not be construed to affect
a ron tingency upon remarriage or cohabitation with another.

intt:!rests
or child

clauses

1918
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{3 A prO\·ision in a ;:eparation agreement made before
thi;:; section comes into force whereby any right of a spouse
is dependent upon remaining chaste shall be gi\·cn effect as
a contingency upon remarriage or cohabitation \\ith another.

I d em

56. \\'here a domestic contract pro\'ides that specific gifts ~~~~~ ~i
made to one or both parties are not disposable or encum- gilts
berable without the consent of the donor, the donor shall be
deemed to be a party to the contract for the purpose of the
enforcement or any amendment of the provision.

5 7 . The manner and formalities of making a domestic ~~~':~~~~ide
contract and its essential \·alidity and effect are go\·erned by Ont ario
the proper law of the contract, except that ,
(a ) a contract for which the proper law is that of a
jurisdiction other than Ontario, is also Yalid and
enforceable in Ontario if entered into in accordance
\\ith the internal law of Ontario;
(b) subsection -l- of section 18 and section 55 apply in
Ontario to contracts for which the proper law i;:: th at
of a juri"diction other than Ontario : and
(c) a prons10n in a marriage contract or cohabitation
agreement respecting the right to cu-otody of or
access to children is not rnlid or enforceable in
Ontario.
58. -(ll \\'here a man and a woman who are not spouses i:i::::.~ii"u·
enter into an agreement for,

(a) the payment of the expenses of prenatal care and
birth in respect of a child ;
(b) support of a child: or

(c) burial expenses of the child or mother,
on the application of a party to the agreement or a children's
aid society made to a prodncial court (family di\·ision ) or
the Cnified Family Court , the court may incorporate the
agreement in an order, and Part TI applies to the order in the
same manner as if it were an order for support made under
that Part.
(2l \\'here an application is made under subsection 1 Abscondding
respon ent
and a judge of the court is satisfied that the respondent is
about to lea\·e Ontario, the judge may issue a warrant in the

'
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lonn prt'"'l'I'ih1·d by tht' rull's of the court for the arrest of t he

rc:-pon1l1·nt
e.tt~Ll'1lY
d. U1llll>I'

t3) .\ minor who h;is rnpacity to contract marriage has
cap.Hit\' to enkr into an agreement under subsect ion 1 that
i~ .1pprnwd by the court, whether the approval is given

bdort· or after the agreement is entered into.
~"'- Pf'lll' \lll'll

to
p!"t' ''X1~tlrlt:'

1h.:r

1

t.. nk11l~

;r_e~;e~~ion
1.)r~~~xt~t.tn~

·ontra.ct:-:;

C"nutr~' ~l::;i

t'n rf'd nt<.
Ca•fon•

1'.nt

..:amt·~

(.!1 Thi:-; section applies to agreements referred to in
:-11rbcction I that WNe made before this Part comes into
force.

:>n. (I ) ,\ separation agn:cment or marriage contract
,·alidh' nrnde before this Part comes into force shall be deemed
to be ·a domestic con tract for the purposes of this Act.
(21 Where a domestic contract is entered into in accordance with this Part before this Part comes into force and,

ntf' <oJ'ce

(a l the contract or any part would be valid if entered
into after this Part comes into force ; ancl
(1)) the contract or part is enterer! into in contemplation

of the coming into force of this P a rt,
the contract or part is not invalid for the reason only that it
,,·as entered into before this Part comes into force.
l<l•·n

(3 ) \Yhere pursuant to an understanding or agreement
entered into before this Part comes into force by spouses who
a re living separate and apart, property is transferred, between
them, the transfer is effective as if m ade pursuant to a
domestic contract.
PA}-{T V
T>El:'E:-.lDANTS' CL,\L\l FOR DAMAGES

Rll(ht of

dependants
to SU? in

tort

~aa~~7esi n
injury

60. ( l ) Where a person is injured or kill ed by the
fault or neglect of another under circumstances where the
person is entitlerl to recover damages, or woulrl have been
entitled if not killed, the spouse, as defined in Part II,
children, grandchildren , parents, gra ndparents, brothers and
sisters of the person are entitled to recover their pecuniary
loss re"ulting from the inj ury or death from the person
from whom the person injurer! or killed is entitled to recover
or would have been entitled if not killed, and to m aint ain an
action for the purpose in a court of compet ent jurisdiction.
KS.O. 1970, c. 164, s. 3 (1), amended.
(2) The damages recoverable in a claim under subsection
1 may include,
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(a) actual out-of-pocket expenses reasonably incurred
for the benefit of the injured person;
(b) a reasonable allowance for travel expenses actually
incurred in visiting the injured person during his
treatment or recovery;
(c) where, as a result of the m1ury, the claimant provides nursing, housekeeping or other services for
the injured person, a reasonable allowance for loss
of income or the value of the services ; and
(d) an amount to compensate for the loss of guidance,

care and companionship that the claimant might
reasonably have expected to receiye from the
injured person if the injury had not occurred.
t.ri b u tory
(3) In an action under subsection 1, the right to damages Con
neg1igence
is subject to any apportionment of damages due to contributory fault or neglect of the person who was injured or
killed. .\'ew.

(.+) ~ ot more than one action lies under subsection 1 for ~:;g lWtion
and in respect of the same occurrence, and n o such action ~V1.!~\~~~t
shall he brought after the expiration of two years from the
time the cause of action arose. R.S.0. 1970, c. 164, s. 5;
1975, C. 38, S. 1.
61 .-(1) An action under subsection 1 of section 60 in
respect of a person who is killed shall he commenced by
and in the name of the executor or administrator of the
deceased for the benefit of the persons entitled to recover
under subsection 1 of section 60. R.S.O. 1970, c. 164, s. 3,

~;;~~ti:eto
death

part, amended.

(2) If there IS no executor or administrator of the de- ~~~1t:ccion
ceased ' or if there is an executor or administrator and no persons
br ought by
such action is, vvithin six months after the . death
of
the
beneficially
.
interested
deceased, brought by the executor or admm1strator, the
action may be brought by all or any of the persons for
whose benefit the action would have been if it had been
brought by the executor or administrator.
(3) Every · action· so brought is for the benefit
of the same Rand
egulations
,
propersons and 1s sub1ect to the same regulations and procedure, cedu
h re in
s ue case
as nearly as may be , as if it were brought by the executor
or administrator. R.S.O. 1970, c. 164, s. 7.
H2. - (1) \Vhere an action is commenced under section 60, ~~1f~~g
the plaintiff shall, in his stat emPn t of claim , name an d
join the claim of any other person who is entitled to main-

3-l
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t.1in an action under Sl'Ctio11 60 in respect of the same injury
or death and thereupon such person becomes a party to the
action
(2) :\ 1wrso11 who commences an act ion under section 60
'hall fill' with the statement of claim an affidavit stating
that to the best of his knowledge, information and belief
llw person" named in the statement of claim are the only
p1•r.;on" who are entitled or claim to be entit led to damages
limier ~ection 60. R.S.O. 1970, c. 164, s. 6 (1, 2) , amended.
How money

mar!>(' paid
Into court

U:~.
( 1) The defendant may pay into court one sum of
11101wy as compensation for his fault or neglect to all persons
entitled to compensation without specifying the shares into
\\·hil'h it is to be divided. R.S.O. 1970, c. 164, s. 4.

Apportionment

(2) \\'here the compensation has not been otherwise
apportioned, a judge may, upon application, apportion it
among the persons entitled.

When pay-

(3) The judge may in his discretion postpone the distribution of money to which minors arc entitled and may direct
payment from the undivided fund. R.S.O. 1970, c. 164, s. 8.

ment may
be

postponed

As.9essment

of damages.

insurance

Funeral

expenses

64. - (1) In assessing the d amages in an action brought
under this Part, the court shall not take into account any
su m paid or payable as a result of the death or injury under
a contract of insurance.
(2) For the purposes of this Par t , damages may be
awarded for reasonable expenses actually incurred for the
burial of the person in respect of whose death the action
is brought. R.S.O. 1970, c. 164, s. 3 (2 , 3), amended.

P ART VI
AMENDMENTS TO THE COM MO N LAW AND
ST ATUT E LAW
unity oflegal
pe.-.ionality
abolished

61>. -(1) For all purposes of t he. law of Ontario, a
married man has a legal personality that is independent,
separate and distinct from that of his wife and a married
woman has a legal personality t hat is independent, separate
and distinct from that of her husband.

Capacity of
married
person

(2) A married person has and sh all be accorded legal
capacity for all purposes and in all respects as if such person
were an unmarried person. 1975, c. 41 , s. 1 (1, 2).

Idem

(3) Without limiting the generality of subsections 1 and 2,
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(a) each of the parties to a marriage has the like

right of action in tort against the other as if they
were not married:
(b) a married woman is capable of acting as guardian

ad litem or next friend as if she were an unmarried
woman; 1975, c. 41, s. 1 (3), part.

(c) the same rules shall be applied to determine the
domicile of a married woman as for a married man.
(4) The purpose of subsections 1 and 2 is tti make the ~t::ti::.
same law apply, and apply equally, to married men and u
married women and to remove any difference therein resulting from any common law rule or doctrine, and subsections 1
and 2 shall be so construed. 1975, c. 41, s. 1 (4).

66. No person shall he disentitled from bringing an t~tt~~~~
action or other proceeding against another for the reason ~hfledntand
only that they stand in the relationship of parent and child.
1975, c. 41, s. 3.
67. No person shall be disentitled from recovering damages Recovter1y for
.
f . . . .
d f
prena a
m respect o m1unes mcurre
or the reason only that the iniuries
injuries were incurred before his birth. 1975, c. 41, s. 4.

68.-(1) Subject to subsection 2, a child who is a minor,

Domicile

of minors

(a) takes the domicile of his or her parents, where
both parents have a common domicile ;
(b) takes the domicile of the parent with whom the
child habitually resides, where the child resides
·with one parent only:
(c) takes the domicile of the father, where the domicile

of the child cannot be determined under clause a
orb; or
(d) takes the domicile of the mother, where the
domicile of the child cannot be determined under
clause c.
(2) The domicile of a minor who is or has been a spouse
shall be determined m the same manner as if the npnor
were of full age.

Idem

69. - (1) No action shall be brought for criminal con- ~6~~~~:.'tion
versation or for any damages resulting therefrom or from abolished
adultery.
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sh;dl lw brought by a married person for
or harbo11ring of I he spouse of such person

1>1 Im .1n\· da111:1gt'" r,·sulti11g tltt'l'drorn.
(3 \:o at· tm11 shall hl' br011ght hy a married person for
l1< Ju,,, of I ht• consmti11m of his or her spouse or for any
da111.1gl'"' f<'"lllt ing I hcrdrom.
t

1-1) \:o action shall be brought by a parent for the enticeharbouring, seduction or loss of services of his or her
child or for any damages resulting therefrom .
llh'lll

(S) Tile Scduclion A ct, being chapter 428 of the

I~ev ised

~tatnll'~ of
to Tilt' Ag1'

Ontario, 1970 and paragraph 30 of the Schedule
of Jlajority and Accountab£lity Act, 1971, being
chapter 98, are repealed.

RS 0. 1970.

(6) Section 59 of The Judicature A ct, being chapter 228
of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1970, is amended by
"triking out "criminal conversation, seduction " in the first
hne.

Dower
abolished

70. (I) The common law right of a widow to dower is
hereby abolished.

R S.0 1970.

(2) The Dower / let , being chapter 135 of the Revised
Statutes of Ontario, 1970, and paragraph 11 of the Schedule
to Tiu: .~gr of Jl ajority and Accountability A ct, 1971, being
chapter 98, are repealed.

. ~~ii. S. 59.
amended

c. 135.

1971. c 98.
Sched
par. 11.

repealed

R.S.O 1970.

c 152. 5. 28 12·
repealed

(3 ) Subsection 2 of section 28 of The Hxecution Act, being
chapter 152 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1970, is
repealed.

\"ested
right to
dower

(4) Subsections 1, 2 and 3 do not apply in res.pect of a
right to dower that has vested before subsection;; 1 and 2
come into force.

Refund of

(5) Where money has been paid into court as an indemni ty in n~sprct of a right to dower that has not vested
before thi:; section comes into force, the husband of the
person in re;.,pect of whose dower right the money was
paid into court i~ entitled to be paid the money upon application to the accountant of the court, without order.

indemnity
held by
accountant
for dower

Alimony
abolished

7 I. ( 1J The right of a married woman to alimony under
any law existing before thi~ section comes into force is
hereby abolished.

Chap. 2
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(2) \Vhere an action
for alimon)' is commenced
before
.
.
subsection 1 comes mto force and no evidence has been
heard in the action before this Act comes into force, other
than in respect of an interim order, the action shall he
deemed to be an application under Part II subject to such
directions as the court considers appropriate.

Continuation
of act10n
commenced

72. This Act applies to persons whose marriage is
actually or potentially polygamous if the marriage wa~
celebrated in a jurisdiction whose system of law recognizes
the marriage as valid.

rory~amous
marriages

1978
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R.S.O. 1970.
73.-(1) Subsection 4 of section 27 of The Child Welfare c.
64. s. 27 (4).
Art, being chapter 64 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, amended
1970, is amended by striking out "The Deserted 1:-Vives'

and Children's Maintenance Act" in the second and third
lines and inserting in lieu thereof "Part II of The Family
Law Reform Art. 1978".
(2) Part III of the said Act ' as amended by the. Statutes
of Ontario. l 971, chapter 98, Schedule, paragraph 6. subparagraph ii, 1472, chapter 109, section 6, l 973, chapter
75, section 5 and 1975, chapter 1, sections 25, 26, 27 and 28,
is repealed.

Partrn.
repealed

7 4-. The Children'~· fliaintenance Act, being chapter 67 of ~·~7 ?· 197°·
the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1970 and subsection 2 of 1!17~. c. oo.
~.ection 18 of The Age of Jfay·ority and Accountabi'tity Act, ;;,~e~1~ct
1971, being chapter 98, are repealed.
75. Section 4 of The Creditor~ Relief Ac/, being chapter ~·~1.°s.~~7o.
97 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1970, i~ amended by amended

adding thereto the following subsection:
(9) This section docs not apply to an attachment made ~~~smcp;~d

under section 30 of The Family Law Reform Act,
1978.
7H. The De,,erted lVives' and Chi'ldren'' Maintenance Act, ~fz~ 19711.
hcing chapter 128 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1971.c.98.
1970, subsection 1 of section 18 of The Age of l\.Iay'ority and )9~g.<~.'ha.
Accountability Act, 1971, being chapter 98, and The Deserted repealed
il'ives' and Children's Maintenance Amendment Act, 1973.
being chapter 133, are repealed.

77. Section 9 of The Employment Standard' Act, 1974, !9~:· 0 · 112 ·

being chapter 112, is repealed and the following substituted rNnacted
therefor:
9. No employer shall dismiss or suspend an employee
on the ground that garnishment proceedings arc or

~~~~i~~
attachment
of wages

F:\~llL\'
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ma~· bl' takl'n against the employee or that an
a t tac h11H'nt order under section 30 of The Family
Lmc Reform Act, 1978 has been or may be made
against the employee.
19-,

·U.

'""""I -t.
I" v·~ drod

E{ "ll 19'0.
lti-l
l97J. \.' 16.
1975, c 38.
r•... p11.'.i't•·t

l.

iS. Sections I, 2. 3 and 4 of Tlte Family Law Reform Act,

19i 5. !wing chapter 41. are repealed.
7H. The Fatal Accidents Act, being chapter 164 of the
l~ n· i,;t>d

..Jrcldrnts
rep ealed.
RS 0 1970.
222.

l:

am<>nd••d

Statutes of Ontario, 1970, The Fatal Accidents

-I 11101d11101I Act, 1973, being chapter 16, and The Fatal

A mrndment A ct, 1975, being chapter 38, are

SO. ( I ) The Infants A ct, being chapter 222 of the
Re\·i::;ed Statutes of Ontario, 1970, is amended by striking
out ,

(a ) subsection 4, subsection 4a, as enacted by the
Statutes of Ontario, 1971, chapter 98, section 18,
and subsection 5 of section 1;
{b) subsection 2 of section 2;

(c} sections 10, 13 and 14; and
(d) section 15.

IkS. 98·

;9

Sched,, par. 14.
subpar. L
repealed

(2) The Age of i'vlaJ'ori:ty and Accountability A ct, 1971,
bemg chapter 98, is amended by striking out,

(a ) section 16;

(bl subsection 3 of section 18; and
(c) subparagraph i of paragraph 14 of the Schedule.
R.S.O. 1970,

c. 228, s. 81.
repealed

81.--(1) Subject to subsection 2, section 81 of The
judicature A ct, being chapter 228 of the Revised Statutes
of Ontario, 1970, is repealed.

Continuance for
existing
Judgments

(2) The provision repealed by subsection 1 remains in
force in r espect of a judgment for alimony in an action
commenced before this section comes into force.

3_ 118 13).

(3) Snbsection 3 of section 118 of the said Act, as amended
by the Statutes of Ontario, 1975, chapter 30, section 7, is
further amended by striking out "alimony or for the main-

amended
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tenance or custody of children is joined with" in the amendment of 1975 and inserting in lieu thereof "other relief is
joined in".
82. Sections 1 and 12 of The Jfarried Women'>" Property C.
R.s.0.1970.
262. SS. l, 12.
A ct, being chapter 262 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, repealed
1970, are repealed.
8:J. Sections 1, 2. 3 4 and 5 subsection 6 of section 6
and section 8 of The l\!latrimonial. Cau,,es A ct, being chapter
265 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1970 and sub5ection
4 of section 18 of The Age of Majority and Accountability
A ct, 1971, being chapter 98, are repealed.

.

R.s O.

l970.

~--~

6 mi. s;

8

~~n«~/ '

repealed

84. The Parents' Maintenance Act, being chapter 336 of c.
R.S.0.1970.
336.
the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1970, is repealed.
repealed
85. Section 24 of The Pension Benefits A ct, being chapter ~-:4~u970.
342 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1970 is amended by s. z.i,'
.
. su h sect10n:
.
amenae(!
a dd mg
t h ereto t lie fo 11 owmg
(2) Subsection 1 does not apply to the execution, Application
.
h
of subs. I
seizure or attac ment of moneys payable under a
pension plan in satisfaction of an order for support
under The Family Law Reform Act, 1978.
1978.c. 2

86. -(1) Subject to subsection 2, section 25 of The Pro- ~-:ft;~-5~~1~
vincial Courts Act, being chapter 369 of the Revised Statutes repealed
of Ontario, 1970, is repealed.
(2) Every order or 1'udg,ment filed under section 25 ofTrans.iti?n
for ex1strng
The Provincial Courts A ct before subsection 1 comes into orders
force shall be deemed to have been filed under section 27 ~·~s~· 1970·
of this Act with the request therein mentioned.

87.--(1) The Reciprocal Enforcement of J.Uaintenance Orders~·f0~ 1970 •
Act, being chapter 403 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, amended
1970, is amended by striking out "summons" in each case
where it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "notice of
application".

(2) Subsection 3 of section 2 of the said Act is amended Idem
by striking out "The Deserted Wives' and Children's 11-lain-;~~~\le<.1
tenance A ct" in the fifth and sixth lines and inserting in
lieu thereof "Part II of The Family Law Reform Act, 1978".

88. Section 4 of The Statitte of Frauds, being chapter 444 c.
R.s.o.
1970.
444. 5. 4.
o f t he R evised Statutes of Ontario, 1970, is amended by amended

.I{)
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,..1rik111g out "any agtTt:ment mad<' 11pon consid eration of
mam;lgt'. or upon" in tlH' fifth and sixth lines.
SH. Section:-; 6<), 73, 7.J., 76, 7(), 80, 82, 83 and 84 a pply in

.\.ppl11..~,._t H

n
,, ' ... fq ... J 7-1

7h 79 6U 8:!

8.JiL'ltl Ml

ra:<t':' wlwn they come into force except in cases where an
art ion or proceeding was commenced under the a bolished,
rt•pt•akd or amcndl•d provision hefore tha t date.

;111

GENERAL

no. The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make
rl'gula t ions respecting any ma ttcr required to be or referred
to as prescribed by the regulationo;
Cotnmencement

S hort title

n I . This Act comes into force o n t he 31 st day of March,
]{)i8
92. The short title of this Act is The Family L aw R eform
Act, 1978.

